
.114 je Xing/Hay CBS Special aired 1/2/76 	Ed 

I think this show was as close as any so-called news show can be to a total 

plagiarism. 

The questions may be of law but not- of fact., _ 

Aside from some of the works of tLe Ranes,and Foreman, much of which still come 

from Frame-Up, there is nothing in the show that doesn't. 

There were a few things that come from my subsequeni work, clearly indicated 

in Frame--Up, like the scenes of 4-64. But essentially all is from this one copyrighted 
work. One of the more interesting sidebars is that they had Stephen* on film denying he 

had identified Ray prior to the guiltyepleae hearings and I recall no use of it before 

this. If true, CBS suppressed esculpatory evidence. If the State of FBI did, well.... 

Now I go back to my relations with CBS in this. Lou will recall I insisted on 

having it taped. When Esteher was not prepared to tape, I made the tapes, gave them to 

her, and she returned them to me. I have them in the envelope in which she returned them. 

(I note she is up from researcher to assistant producer in the credits.) 

So the stipulation was that I'd help CBS all I mule but in return they would 

not without a normal arrangement for kiterary rights, quite ooimon in TV, as distinguished 

from paying people to appear, use any of my work directly or as leads for following up 

on their own. This meant that they could be backgrounded only, could not duplicate the 

work regardless of its form, and would have to go out on its own and have an entirely 

new show. On this I offered to be a consultant, but not without pay (also normal) and 

noted that they paid non-experts likes Schoenmann. There was no agreement to pay me for 

the time I spent with them and the tapes begin with my saying this, which protected both 
Esther and me. 

Quite aside from the viable copyright I have on Frame-Up there is this added 

understanding with a proper and authorized CBS representative that was totally violated. 

Now there were ways CBSz could have gotten around this. They have no right to use 

my work without authorization. But they do have a right to use it with authorization. 

They did not seek authorization, a in any form or at any time. They merely in effeot 

stole in not only knowing it is mine by copyright but in direct violation of the pre-

conditions of my talking to theme at all. Moreover, there is the advance notice to 

Ridgley whose response was that he did not understand. He could not have understood 

and aired thin show. We can get a thousand experts to testify that they took the content 

and the line of the book and suppressed all mention of it, how and by whom it was done, 

and went farthur and at several points not only call it the result of CBS's own investiga-

tion but added that there had never been any real investigation. Yet in saying this CBS 

also knew that it was my investigation alone that provided the basis for the successful 

habeas corpus appeal, with a ringing decision like few ever; and my investigation a nd 

your oourtwork that resulted in a truly sensation record, one hell of an investigation, 

in the evidentiary* hearing. They covered this hearing and made no mention of it or the 

evidence in it on the show. They even cribbed my owrk on Ghormley and attributed tt it 

in part to Hanes. I recall, no mention of him in Hines' notes. 

More detail can be added. I'm laying out a belief to raise the question waht can 

be done under the law. This is not the firet time CBS has done this. Are they went 

farthur in two other ways, consistent with the allegation above: the didn't even mention 

there was a defense investigation, investigator or such a book; and they pretended that 

the least significant part of the document* Rather quoted they got as a result of their 

Freedom of Information action. They fudged, saying under the law. however, to their know-

ledge it was my action, which they followed, and since we got what they didn't even ask 

for and I gave it to them, it becomes more deliberate. Actually, the segment to have 

been Cronkited the night of 12/11 says that I and they got it under the law. As aired 

I'm sure out the next morning on TV it eve this but eliminates my reading of the sig-
nificant portions to have me saying something I said was not my purpose for being there, 

having to do with a shart from uomewhere in th,! hushes. All hears on intent. HW 



.114 	Re King/Ray CBS Special aired 1/4/76 	HW 

I think this show was as close as any so-called news show can be to a total 
plagiarism. 

The questions may be of law but not of fact. 
, -- Aside from some of the works of the Hanes and Foreman, much of which still come 

from Frame-Up, there is nothing in the show that,doesnIS. 

There were a few things that come from my subseqtlent work, clearly indicated 
in Frame-Up, like the scenes of Q1.64. But essentially_ all is from this one copyrighted 
work. One of the more interesting sidebars is that they had Stephens on film denying he 
had identified Ray prior to the guilty-pleae hearings and I recall no use of it before 
this. If true, CBS suppressed exculpatory evidence. If the State of FBI did, well..., 

Now I go beck to my relations with CBS in this. You will recall I insisted on 
having it taped. When Ssteher was not prepared to tape, I made the tapes, gave them to 
her, and she returned them to me. I have them in the envelope in which she returned them. 
(I note she is up from researcher to assistant producer in the credits.) 

So the stipulation was that I' d. help CBS all I could but in return they would, 
not without a normal arrangement for Literary rights, quite coemon in TV, as distinguished 
from paying people to appear, use any of my work directly or as leads for following up 
on their own. This meant that they could be backgrounded only,' could not duplicate the 
work regardless of ies form, and eould have to go out on its on and have an entirely 
new show. On this I offered to be a consultant, but not without pay (also normal) and 
noted that they paid non-experts likes Schoenmann. There was no agreement to pay me for 
the time I spent with them and the tapes begin with my saying this, which protected both 
Esther and me. 

Quite aside from the viable copyright I have on Frame-Up there is this added 
understanding with a proper and authorized CBS representative that was totally violated. 

Now there were ways CBS e ooeld have gotten around this. They have no right to use 
my work without authorization. But they do have a right to use it with authorization. 
They did not seek authorisation, a in any form or at any time. They merely in effect 
stole in not only knowing it is mine by copyright but in direct violation of the pree 
conditions of my talking to theme at all. Moreover, there is the advance notice to 
Midgley whose response was that he did not understand. He could not have understood 
and aired teea show. We can get a thousand experts to testify that they took the content 
and the line of the book and suppressed all mention of it, how and by whom it was done, 
and went fRrthur and at several points riot only call it the result of CeS's own investiga-
tion but added that there had never been any real investigation. Yet in saying this CBS 
also knew that it was ey investigation alone that provided the basis for the successful 
habeas corpus appeal, with a ringing decision like few ever; and my investigation a nd 
you4 coartwotk that resulted in a truly sensation record, one hell of an investigation, 
in the evidentiaryk hearing. They covered this hearing and made no mention of it or the 
evidence in it on the show. They even cribbed my owrk on Ghormley and attributed it it 
in part to Hanes. I reall no mention of him in Hanes' notes. 

More detail can be added. Ilia laying out a belief to raise the question waht can 
be done under tho law. This is not the first time CBS has done this. here they went 

farthur in two other ways, consistent with the allegation above: the didn't even mention 
there was a defense investigation, investigator or such a book; ex e the pretended that 
the least significant part of the documeete Rather quoted they got as a result of their 
Feeedoe of Information actioe. They fudged, eaying under amiss law. however, to their know-
ledge it was my action, which they foelowed, and since we got what they didn't even ask 
for and I gave it to them, it becomes more deliberate. eetuelly, the segment to have 
been Cronkited the night of 12/11 says that I and they got it under the law. As aired 
I'm sure cut tee next moraine en eV it says this but elieieetes my reading of the sig-
nificant portions to have me saying something I said was not py purpose for being"there, 
having to de with a eeert frown eouswhexe in tee bushes. All bears on intent. ei 
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Styled 	CBS News Inquiry" 	 WMAR TV 10 p.m. 
1/2/76 

It never came under the same searching scrutiny ... not until November" 

Levi did not order inquiry into FBI conduct in King case 

Is csntra1 question did Ray alone kill D icing? 

Bathroom duplication unfaithful completely — knoingly. I told 7,Fther. 

Bathroom windowsill replaced? Can't tell in our set. 

Bud said he refused to be on it. 

Tried to get full audio tape of Kyles. Purpose, confirms what he told me 

not on tape that Rather and CBS do not understand and to see 

what else he said following conversation with me 2/71 

Our inquiry on the day of the murder reported that Dr King was at the 

Lorraine Motel. 

Question of Ray's room having "view of the motel" 

escape 

626 6:06 police radio noted package in front of Canipe's  

Get e7act words 

Ghormle y cam- out front doors 
get Ghormlsy tare 

r,enectm-nt of packar-ing eliminate-1 all small objects 

lights out in halhmy. qPic' he should have seen police car. Placs,auto 

in front of Canipe's 

They have polic-,  tape; 

Our search for amateur operator not fair search 

on chase, FCC 

says of Huie only that he; bouht the rights to Ray' story 

shows fra -gments with slug 

omits Ray's objection in court 

states case: 
Stephen's says not Ray 
Windowsill: 

their FOIA request only mentioned 

Picture of Q6I not given me by FBI; where did they get it; 

Moyive: 

Our inquiry has disclosed 

mi-defin-- conspiracy c.liminatin herd evidence and making it contingent 

upon i°--Itifyinr: conspirators 


